Abstract. In order to acquire the accurate and practical feature of leaves to improve the accuracy of leaves image recognition, a new method based on local linear embedding and multi-feature fusion is proposed. Firstly, the LBP algorithm is used to extract texture features of leaves. Considering the high dimension of LBP feature, local Linear embedding (LLE) algorithm is used to reduce the dimensions of leaf texture features. At the same time, the shape features of the leaves are considered. The LBP rotation invariant features are combined with the shape features. Then using the K nearest neighbor (KNN) method to recognize plant leaves. Experimental results based on the leaf image database prove that the proposed method has high recognition accuracy and stability.
Introduction
Plant recognition is a hot research topic in the current research of plant information science. [1] The early researchers usually use the features of leaf shape to do plant recognition. Ingronille and Arid [2] extracted 27 features of leaf shape, and then classify the oak tree with the method of principal component analysis; in 2001, Osikar et al. [3] extracted the features of geometric and moment of leaves, and classified 15 kinds of plants in Sweden by the feedforward neural network. Even though these methods have a higher rate of recognition when the sample is less, the rate of recognition would decline significantly when the methods are applied on recognize the plants with similar shape. Furthermore, the texture features of Gabor filter, gray level co-occurrence matrix and fractal dimension are also applied on leaves recognition, such as Cope et al. [4] extracted Gabor texture features of leaves to recognize more than 32 kind of plants. However, as the texture features are too simple, the recognition rate is not very ideal. In recent years, researchers combine the features of leaf shape and the texture features together to get higher recognition rate. For instance, Ding et al. [5] combined the features of leaf shape and leaf texture, and at the same time, they reduced the feature dimension by locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm which improved the recognition precision and calculation efficiency of leaves effectively. But this method cannot be applied on the recognition problem when leaf rotation; Liu et al. [6] combined the texture features of LBP, gray level co-occurrence matrix, Gabor filter and the contour features of Hu invariant moment, Fourier operator together, and then used the deep belief network as the classifier structure to improve the recognition rate of leaf. However, this method takes a long time to do character calculation and training, so it has a negative effect on the recognition efficiency of algorithm. This paper will combine the LBP texture features after LLE dimension reduction and the features of leaf shape together, and use K neighbor method to classify the images of plant leaf for recognition. The result shows that the combination of LBP texture features and leaf shape features contributes to improve the recognition results of plant leaf and computation efficiency.
The Texture Features of Leaf
The gray co-occurrence matrix and the fractal dimension could extract the texture features of leaf, but the less character dimension, the inadequate texture features and without invariant rotation, affected the recognition effect. LBP [7] algorithm is one of the effective texture extraction algorithm which is easy to calculate and the texture features is rich. In recent years, they are widely used in face recognition and other fields with a good effect.
LBP Operator
Define a pixel window, and then compare the value of center pixel and surrounding pixel, if the value of surrounding pixel is bigger than the value of center pixels, the assignment of the value is 1; otherwise the assignment of the value is 0. In this way, it will produce an 8-bit unsigned binary number in eight points of neighborhood. According to the sum of different location and different weighting, it would produce a decimal number which is called LBP value of this window. Usually, this number is used to describe the texture information of the window, as shown in Figure 1 . From the LBP encoding process, when the position between the pixel changeless, and drab gray value changes, the encoding binary and the value of LBP will not change. So it proves that LBP is invariable to the change of drab gray or the change of light.
The LBP Features of Leaf
In order to extract the texture features of leaf, the LBP algorithm references to the image of leaf. Equal the image of leaf on the horizontal axis and the vertical axis [8] to get more sufficient information, the general block is 3*3, 4*4 and 5*5 et al., LBP was calculated on each block, and then use histogram to statistic model number, then get the histogram vector, as shown in figure 2 .
Dividing the leaf image into M pieces, then encoding each image with LBP code respectively. Set LBP （xj, yj） as the LBP feature images after calculating the original image. Use j as the block of image, j=1,2,...,M. Each sub-block histogram vector as follow:
Among them, use i as the level of gray, i=0, 1, 2,...,255. In the region M, R stands for the number of pixel in the i gray value. When a = true, T(a) = 1; when a = false, T(a) = 0.
In order to get a combination of histogram vector connected every histogram vector together.
By the generation process of the LBP feature, LBP feature, also called histogram vector is one of a statistical feature. However, statistical gray histogram model disrupted the original space structure of the leaf image, so the histogram vector do not have a space structure, in other words, LBP feature is invariance when leaf rotated.
Locally Linear Embedding Algorithm
After equal the image of leaf, the dimension of the LBP histogram vector of leaf image has risen sharply, which affected to the speed of algorithm seriously. In order to solve the problem of the excessive LBP feature dimension, using the local linear embedding (LLE) algorithm [9] to reduce dimension of the histogram vector.
Assumes a high-dimensional database
, the specific steps of LLE algorithm is: calculating all the Euclidean distance between the sample points in the database X , and then try to find K sample points which are close to sample point 
Do the sparse diagonalization to sparse symmetric matrix M, can get (d+1) smaller eigenvectors corresponding eigenvalues. Mapping the sample collection X to a low-dimensional space, the output of the low-dimensional Y is the eigenvectors from 2 to (d+1) corresponding eigenvalues of matrix M.
LLE algorithm is able to reduce feature dimension under the condition of retain the main texture feature information, and reduce the amount of calculation also. At the same time, LLE could introduce the category information of the sample leaf image into algorithm. It reduces the distance between same class, and increases the distance between different class, so the samples are easy to recognize.
The Features of Leaf Shape
The leaf shape is different between different kinds of plant leaves. So the features of leaf shape include lots of important information about the plant classification. In this issue, the authors extracted 7 features of leaf shape as auxiliary features associated with LBP features to recognize plant species.
The Geometry Parameters of Leaf
Extracting the contour image of leaf as shown in Figure 3 , get six geometric parameters of leaf. 
Describe the Geometric Features of Leaf
Through the above geometric parameters, seven geometric description features can be calculated.
( 
The Experiment and Analysis
In order to verify the recognition result of leaf image by LBP, in this paper, collected about 50 kinds of common plant in the life for experiment. All the experiment images come from botanical garden of Wuhan, as shown in figure 4 . Firstly, gray all the images and normalize their size to 320*240. Then, make a training set consist of leaf images from different directions. The training set has 15 images. Select from 50 kinds of plants as test targets randomly. And then, equal image into 3*3 blocks and extract its LBP features. Every image could extract 3*3*256=2304 dimensions of LBP features. Lastly, use LLE to reduce the dimensions into 50, extract 7 dimension of the shape feature from leaf, 16 dimensions of gray level co-occurrence matrix and 1 dimension texture dimension of fractal dimension. Use k neighbor method to recognize features to get recognition rate. Experiment is under Windows 7 environment, the processor is the second generation of Intel core i5-2450M@2.50GHz, the memory size is 4G. Compare the three experiment methods above by MATLAB (2013a) software. At the same time, use different number of sample space to get a comprehensive result. The experiment is under 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 sample space, respectively. Here comes the result.
From Figure 5 , when sample space is 30, gray level co-occurrence matrix, the recognition rate of the fractal dimension method combined with the leaf shape feature is only 76.7%, however the recognition rate of LBP combined with leaf shape feature can reach to 93.3%; when the sample space grow to 50, the recognition rate of gray level co-occurrence, the fractal dimension combined with leaf shape feature is 72%; but the LBP combined with leaf shape feature can still have 88% recognition rate. With the growing of sample space, although LBP method could have a good recognition rate when sample space is less, the recognition rate decreases a lot when the sample space growing; the recognition rate of gray co-occurrence matrix method, fractal dimension combined with leaf shape feature method and LBP texture feature combined with leaf shape method tends to smooth when the sample space growing. It indicates that add shape features into recognition can make the recognition rate keep stable. But the recognition rate of former method is low, the latter one is better. In order to compare the calculation time of three methods, calculate the training time, recognition time and extract a leaf feature time of each method respectively. As shown in Table 1 , because of large dimension of the original LBP algorithm, so it takes a longer time in training than the other two methods; All the recognition time of these methods are less than 1ms which can satisfy the need of practical application; when extract a image feature, the gray co-occurrence matrix method and the fractal dimension combined with shape feature method takes a long time about 1.02s, but the other two methods take a shorter time. Therefore, LBP combined with leaf shape features not only can have a higher recognition, but also can have an efficient calculation time.
Conclusion
In order to improve the recognition rate, this paper proposes a LBP texture feature combined with leaf shape feature, calculate LBP high-dimensional feature of the leaf rich texture information, use LLE to reduce its dimension and then combine LBP reduced dimension with leaf shape feature. Use k neighbor method to recognize leaf. The experiment result indicate that, in the sample space of this paper, combine LBP feature with leaf shape feature can improve the accuracy of plant recognition effectively, and the calculation time is shorter, meanwhile the recognition time and calculation time is better than gray level co-occurrence matrix and fractal dimension combine with leaf shape feature. So it has a higher value of usage.
